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About This Game

THIS GAME WILL $%#@ING DESTROY YOU.

DUNKYPUNG is a deadly (but cute) brutal bouncing action experience. Bounce your way through EXTREMELY
CHALLENGING, ever-shifting arenas filled with spinning saws, spring-loaded spikes, flames, and other machinations that want

to kill you super ultra very dead.

WARNING: THIS IS NOT A CASUAL GAME.

FEATURES:
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DEATH. So much death.

DEATH HUGS. Brush close to deadly things without dying to boost your score.

DEADLY BOSSES. Be annihilated over and over again, but (maybe) love it!

CASUAL MODE. For people who are weak.

MOAR FEATUREZ!:

LEVELS. Experience SIX STUPID HARD LEVELS, each with FOUR WAVES OF DEADLY DEATH! It's not as
easy as you thiiiiinnnnkk!!!!!

UNLOCKS. LEVEL UP and get some things to help you do the thing or just make your thing cooler-ish. Also maybe
farting and stuff?!!!

CREDITS. Learn who made the game, because whatever!

OPTIONS!. Customize the many things and stuff.

MAIN MENU. EXPERIENCE the MAIN MENU in all it's glistening glory.

Controller highly recommended (though you can play with mouse or keyboard as well).
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Title: DUNKYPUNG
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Nathan Meunier
Publisher:
Nathan Meunier
Release Date: 7 Jan, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or above

Processor: Dual Core

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Integrated graphics

Storage: 145 MB available space

English
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Not worth 15 dollars. It's only about an hour and a half long and it's easy as♥♥♥♥♥♥. Funny and entertaining, one of my
favorite VR games so far!. Nice game :). Decent game, nice attention to details, but gameplay is a little shallow and there isn't
much replay value. Get it on sale.. Loved the game, brings back great childhood memories.. If you know the developer, you'll
know what to expect and you probably won't be disappointed.

To the uninitiated, Maciej Targoni has developed numerous casual puzzle games where the focus is on minimalistic ambience,
simple mechanics and increasing difficulty with the ultimate level of difficulty varying between games. Difficulty of this game
depends how good you are at recognizing scrambled patterns and seeing/planning possible moves e.g. Klotski, Sokoban.

Up Left Out has puzzles in the forms of blocks that need to be freed from pegs that bind them and different patterns that need
to be completed. Some blocks have paths carved into them, so if a block is trapped by a peg, the block needs to be freed by
moving the block by following the path.

Technically there's not much to complain about the game other than it could use a volume slider, especially separately for sound
effects and music.

The price point is low and I got roughly 80 minutes of playtime for 100% completion. The game was perhaps a bit short, but Up
Left Out definitely hit my casual puzzle scratch and I consider I got my money's worth.. Interactive story in space. Boring
gameplay, very little content. For the most part not possible to move around. Terrible voice acting. The story is not very
engaging and somewhat repetative.. had absolutely zero fun at all. First time launching it all i saw was pinkess. No reply in bug
section so i tried everything i could think of. Ended up being steam overlay. Disabled that, Got my first playthrough. This game
is having an identity crisis at best. is it a road fixing sim or a get bounty on head for doing nothing at all sim... Literally
everything kills you, all roads/tracks whatever they are, are messed up. You lose all wagons just by travelling from one side of
the poorly constructed map to the other. Again only buy this if you feel like torturing someone. Personally id use it as a method
of torture for children. Not sure if ill be getting a refund or not.

TL:DR:
Not fun. Buggy. Death sim.. Classic TD Game with interesting balance idea where more of the same type of tower costs more.
Pushing you towars a more balanced defense. Well worth the money.. Here's a puzzle game to go dodo over...

For those that don't know a dodo is a flightless bird which was located on the island of Mauritius. since 1662 it went extinct
largely due to human habitation. The guess as to their appearance comes from old drawings, written descriptions and a collected
skull and leg which we have housed in a museum. It seems French developers 3DDUO 
https:\/\/3dduo.com\/index.php\/team\/?lang=en did their homework referencing in game that they were single egg laying, fruit
eating and often being hunted and caged. As for the whole they appear in portals, well that's a new one for me, but I\u2019m
open to the idea.

The game is a puzzle slider. The objective is to simply guide the Dodo's to the safety of the exit door by moving the tiles of a
3x3 grid, clearing the path of any obstruction, trap or enemy. What makes the game challenging is that there are spikes
everywhere and maybe one or two enemies too. Each level will require you to meet a certain target in order to earn three stars.
That requirement can change from the number of Dodo's, the number of fruits carried to a basket, or the amount of time staying
alive on a level.

Personally it took me 7 hrs to 100%, keeping the buffer of difficulty always in the realms of challenging and enjoyable, but
never really into the absurd and vexing. You'll find that often the solution is much simpler than you think and you've simply
over thought it, or got yourself into a bit of a conundrum because you panicked.

The game offers 4 different worlds, 4 special characters, and 4 different modes of play and 43 achievements. The game
concludes with a level where you basically have to save a whole colony of the Dum Dum's. Dodo's EVERYWHERE with two
sets of spikes. Exploding feathers filled my screen. Closest I've ever been to 'chicks' having a pillow fight in front of me!

Seriously enjoyed this one and will definitely been on the lookout for 'save the dodo's 2' maybe in that one they can feature the
elusive albino dodo. A bird so rare there's a lot of conjecture whether it even ever existed.
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In final if this game goes on sale, get it and stop it from going extinct.

Below is a sample of someone else's play through which I found helpful...

https:\/\/youtu.be\/GkSxBV90VFw
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I've played 7 hours since buying this game and it only feels like 3. Addictive, obviously not the most realistic of survival games
out there but you can have a lot of fun with it, the crafting system can come across as complex at first as you need to craft one
thing in order to craft another, but to craft that you need to craft another item first and the chain goes on. The trailer is pretty
explanatory though and that's why I chose to buy it, I don't regret doing so and would highly recommend if you also like what
you see.... Played most of the lifeline games on mobile before trying this one on Steam. Originally came to the series after
playing "The Wolf Among Us" and the fact Dave Justus was involved made me interested enough to pick it up on Android.

I'm not 100% sold on the translation from a mobile game, which is a lot easier to leave running and come back to later, to a
desktop game. As a result playtime on steam isn't truly reflective of time spent with the game as a lot of that was leaving it
minimised waiting for the next event.

Def recommend using the fast mode as soon as you unlock it which is a bit of a shame since in the mobile version waiting for
the next response is part of the enjoyment for me.

Story is interesting, decisions can sometimes be difficult at a first glance (we won't mention how many times I got Taylor
killed.)

Certainly worth picking up if you like choose your own adventure type games. If you enjoy it I'd really recommend picking up
some more of the series on mobile.. Nice to play for Bruce Wayne, and not Batman for a change.

The only bad thing is that Concentration (detective mode) gets scrambled by usual scrambling devices. Not making sense.. A
cute and lovley story-telling game, not worth 10 but I got it on sale for 5 and that is worth it. The sound is very well done, a
capella, really adds sphere:
and for everyone who says the game is too short, there are several paths you can take not just one so the game is made to play
through several times.
I've had 3 paths, in a little less than an hour, so I think there is 2-3 hr gameplay in this game.

Play it if you're looking for a simple, cute, minimalistic, story-telling game.
If you're looking for challenges, tough puzzles, very deep story telling than this is not the game for you.. I usually don't make
reviews but I feel you guys need it
Mechanics were super cool, hearing about it sounds like a mess of ideas but it weirdly wors really well. There was a difficulty
spike on the last boss but I didn't mind it that much
Music was a joy to the ears, and for me a good ost elevates a game a lot, nothing to say about that
The gimmick of using 3-4 colours for all the game was pretty neat, but sometimes bullets are hard to see
the story was a bit iffy, it didn't make much sense but I genully liked some characters. Felt more like some kind of story I would
write with my friends while nobody is really being serious.
Overall I feel you guys have a lot of potential and you already made a really solid title, and I can tell you had a lot of fun making
it
btw good job!
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